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Technical Data Sheet

( Classy Middle-crossed Bamboo flooring)

Product code Size
BF-TCH/TCV-154 L1960*W154*T15

Product Description
History, traditional bamboo was manufactured in different colors, natural and carbonized and 2 structures,

horizontal and vertical for appearance. Dasso has expanded on the color options to produce numerous rich
shades and hues to create many design options. The Horizontal structure is achieved by assembling small strips of
bamboo in a flat position which clearly reveals the joints of the bamboo or stood on their edge to form a slender
linear look. Either are perfect for the traditional bamboo appearance.

Product Technical Specification and Tolerance

Specifications
Properties Length/mm Width/mm Thickness/mm T&G tolerance

Tolerance ±1 ±0.2 ±0.2 -0.15-0

Properties Standard

Density/Specific Gravity 650 kg/cm3

Moisture content 6%-10%

Hardness 55.2MPa(GB/T 17657-2013)

Slip Resistance USRV40 (CEN/TS15676)

Reaction to Fire Dfl-s1 (EN 14342)

Breaking Strength 0.3KN (EN1533)

Packaging and label According to packaging layout drawing, check the label

Biological and chemical Properties Standard

Use class UC 1(EN 335)

Release of Formaldehyde E1(0.1mg/m²h) (GB/T17657-2013)
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Storage
 The warehouse should be well ventilated, with relative humidity from 45% to 75% at

temperatures ranging from 50°F (+10°C) to 104°F (+40°C).
 Do not store product in pest infested and/or unsuitable warehouse.
 Leave the products in its original package when not in use, cover the bundles from top and

bottom to avoid the influence of climatic events and other environmental hazards.
 Store the product horizontally on the ground with pallet shoe on every pallet. The bottom

pallet should be placed on an even footing on spacer-pads or palettes. The maximum height
of stacked bundles should not exceed 4.5 m.

 The difference between the spacers should not be more than 600mm, with distance of
starting and ending spacer from the edge of the bundle not exceeding 200mm (the number
ofspacers should not be less than 3).
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